The background is filled with 16012 by squiggling and swirling the paint using the tip of the bottle. DO NOT leave any areas unpainted. DO not over fill the background. It is better to apply a thin coat and apply a second coat in a few days.

- 002/094 shading for the petals near the center
- 002/020 mix mostly white for a deeper value of creamy white
- 015/018 mix these together to create a shaded deeper red
- paint the leg 020
Placing the chain around a round project

Your project should be completed and sealed before applying the chain

Top of the chain

ENLARGED VIEW OF THE CHAIN

THIS SIDE goes against the edge of the plexiglass.

Make sure the hang chain is center at the top edge of the project
Start by placing the chain on the edge of the top. Walk the chain around the outer edge as if putting a bicycle chain on.

You will "walk" the chain around each side until you "stretch" to the bottom edge. Then carefully pull the last section of the chain onto the edge of the plexiglass.